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Network Based Video Surveillance
with Artificial Intelligence

for Warehouse and Industrial Applications

Video Surveillance stored on the camera for 30,60, 90 days
Stored on the AWS Cloud for up to one year
Uses AI for enhanced, speedy search
Runs over your existing cabling, computer network, and internet
IP cameras will just be an extension of your existing computer network and
internet

Three S Concept

In today’s world of warehouse and industrial operations,

there is a specific need for overall command and control

of the physical facility. This idea can be best broken down

into the Three S Concept: Suitability, Safety and

Security. Simply put, this concept allows for a stable

workplace in the dynamic business world.  

Suitability: Ensures that the network based application of

camera utilization provides an overview of physical plant

resulting in greater overall cost effectiveness of both day

to day operations and modern facility organization.

Safety: Provides corporations with liability

protections via enhanced coverage and

strengthens safe working practices among

warehouse and industry personnel.

Security: Enables both on site and remote

control and access of facilities, resulting in

better site management, loss control and

better overall management of operation as a whole. 

Click here to learn about using search filters to quickly find relevant items and events within a timeline.

Overall Warehouse Management System

A network based camera system provided by S&G

Communications incorporates the sound principles of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umtbi1Ikt-A


business management. This network, while running via

your existing computer network, promotes site

organization, workforce protection and improved labor

management.

Our company can provide these network based systems as

either an individually based camera system or as an

integrated part of data utilization and coordinated plan of

effective communications. Your existing cabling and

computer network provides the foundation for these systems.

Learn more at our website: https://www.nex-gen-services.com/video-surveillance-1

Contacts:

Billy Meador, Former Chicago PD - Surveillance Expertise
wmeador@sandgcom.com - 630 570 5822

John Bush, Former Orland Park PD - System Installation Expertise
jhbushIV@sandgcom.com - 630 570 5823

Justin Wagner, Cisco/TIA Instructor
Network Architecture - jwagner7@gmail.com

Jack Bush, President
jbush@sandgcom.com - 630 459-1220

Our IBEW Local 134 union technicians are
known for their quality workmanship and
excellent customer service.

We are a Veteran Owned Small Business
certified by the State of Illinois

OUR CUSTOMERS

This is a partial list of our customers for whom we have provided voice and data cabling,

wireless infrastructure, or IP phone systems.

Northwestern Medicine - Esmark Steel Group - Personal Creations

Echo USA - GEA Farm Technology - Keiffer Starlite
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